[A simple system of cloning in phage M13 and DNA sequencing with terminators].
A compilation of techniques for DNA cloning in filamentous phage M13 based vectors for a novice in cloning is presented. It does not require either specialized microbiological facilities, or any specific knowledge in Escherichia coli genetics. The cloning strategy uses only blunt-end ligation into a vector that has been prepared once for several hundred experiments. The first part describes the isolation, preparation and checking of a blunt-ended M13 vector (with M13 mp series vectors as an example), and also the isolation of clonable fragments, transformation of competent cells and preliminary analysis of recombinants. The second part describes procedures and equipment, which enable to sequence recombinant M13 clones by the chain termination procedure of Sanger et al. It includes simplified procedures for the preparation of sequencing gels, and the rules of interpretation of the sequencing ladders. Reference material is added, which includes trouble-shooting guide, E. coli K12 strain list and polylinker sequences for use of mp-series vectors as well as a fully documented cloning and sequencing experiment.